
Happy Friday everyone! Unit Troy has been very busy these

past few weeks starting team activities and planning for the

possibility of coming back on a hybrid schedule! Please be

sure to read through the following announcements and don't

forget that Back to School Night has been confirmed for

September 17th in a virtual format. Lastly, as previously

mentioned, most teams are beginning workshops, tryouts, and

practices. In order to keep everyone updated, the practice

schedules for all teams are now available in the newsletter

under "Team Schedules." Keep in mind, these schedules cover

just the next two weeks, or until the next issue of new

newsletter is released. Other than that, enjoy a three day
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Let’s talk about our cruise book! In case you didn’t know,

Unit Troy has it’s own yearbook-style publication that we call

a cruise book. This is designed every year by our cadets and

serves as a great way to commemorate your year in JROTC. I

highly recommend getting a copy, and if you purchase one

before September 30th, you can get yours with a 10%

discount. If you are not yet convinced, purchasing early also

gets you two full pages that you can personalize with your

own pictures. Don’t wait before it’s too late!

Hear from our Naval Science Instructors! 

CDR Lauper:

"Welcome to the second edition of our newsletter. By now, all

of our students are heavily engaged in distance learning. This

method of learning is certainly more intense than in person

classes. The amount of emails received are overwhelming and 
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Regardless of what cohort you choose, please be sure to

complete the five basic forms that allow you to participate

in the program. This includes getting a sports physical

anytime after May 1st, 2020. One location for this is The

Pacific Urgent Care Center in Fullerton. The cost is just

$35, no appointments are necessary, and it takes less than

an hour. Once all your forms are completed, make sure

they are emailed to both LT Fronek (rfronek@fjuhsd.org)

and Ms. Olivar (nolivar@fjuhsd.org) to be cleared! 

Athletic Clearance

weekend and happy (early) Labor Day!



responses are frequently delayed. I am extremely proud of

our Cadets and the leadership that they are displaying

despite the challenges. Our teams are ramping up

operations in innovative ways. Already, we are looking

ahead to hosting our annual quizbowl tournament,

SeaPerch, and more. Everything needs to be done safely.

Cheer and Football have had their activities halted for a

minimum of two weeks due to COVID concerns. In a

normal year, we would be heavily involved with Fleet

Week LA. Unfortunately, it will only be a virtual Fleet

Week this year. Please continue to submit the required

documents and physicals. Continue to stay safe and

flexible. Uncertainty can be very stressful."

Team Schedules
Saturday 9/5:

Sunday 9/6:

Monday 9/7:

Tuesday 9/8:

Drill - ACX *virtual by Zoom

Drill - CG (1530-1730)
Drill - PT (1515-1630) *virtual by Discord
Cyber (1700-1900) *virtual by Zoom
Orienteering (1600-1630) *virtual by Zoom

Wednesday 9/9: Drill - Unarmed Workshop (1530-1730)
Drill - Armed Practice/Workshop (1530-1730)
Cyber (1700-1900) *virtual by Zoom

Drill - CG Workshop (1530-1730)
Drill - PT (1515-1630) *virtual by Discord

Thursday 9/10:

Friday 9/11: Drill - Unarmed Tryout (1530-1730)
Drill - Armed Workshop (1530-1730)
Drill - PT (1515-1630) *virtual by Discord

Saturday 9/12: Drill - ACX *virtual Zoom
Drill - PT (1515-1630) *virtual by Discord
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Monday 9/14: Drill - Unarmed Welcoming (1530-1730)
Drill - Armed Practice/Workshop (1530-1730)
Cyber (1700-1900) *virtual by Zoom

Tuesday 9/15: Drill - CG (1530-1730)
Drill - PT (1515-1630) *virtual by Discord
Cyber (1700-1900) *virtual by Zoom
Orienteering (1600-1630) *virtual by Zoom

Wednesday 9/16: Drill - Unarmed (1530-1730)
Drill - Armed Tryouts (1530-1730)
Cyber (1700-1900) *virtual by Zoom

Thursday 9/17: Drill - CG Tryouts (1530-1730)
Drill - PT (1515-1630) *virtual by Discord

Friday 9/18: Drill - Unarmed (1530-1730)
Drill - Armed Welcoming (1530-1630)
Drill - PT (1515-1630) *virtual by Discord
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Sunday 9/13: Drill - ACX Tryouts *virtual by Zoom

**Note that practice schedules are subject to change after the release
of the issue by the respective team commander. Stay alert for these
changes from your respective team page. Thank you!
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